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President 's Message 
Dear Graduates, 
On the occasion of this commencement in the 104th 
year in the history of Seattle University, I want to express 
my congratulations to each and every member of the Class 
of 1995. 
You have brought the spirit of learning and of service 
to our campus during these past years. Your diploma 
represents a great personal achievement. It also represents 
wonderful potential for leadership and service in the 
future. 
The Class of '95 is blessed with individuals whose 
accomplishments have drawn recognition as candidates 
and finalists for academic honors, including the Truman 
Scholarship, the Mellon Fellowship and the Marshall 
Fellowship. Graduate study destinations include Stanford 
Law School, Fordham University, Duquesne University, 
Columbia University, Cornell University, and Louvain 
University in Belgium. 
While I am proud of the accomplishments of these 
graduates, I am equally heartened by the academic journey 
experienced by each and every student, undergraduates 
and graduates alike, to fulfill the goal of earning a degree. 
I sincerely hope you will view this commencement day 
not as an end to your association with Seattle University, 
but as a day to commence a new relationship with your 
alma mater. 
Together with the outstanding faculty and staff who 
have accompanied you on this journey, I offer to each of 
you my very best wishes and the promise of my prayers 
today and tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
William J. Sullivan, SJ 
President 	 0 
a~ Graduation to Remember 
Seattle University 
From humble beginnings 104 years ago, 
Seattle University is now the largest indepen-
dent institution in the Northwest. More than 
6,000 students are enrolled in 49 under- 
graduate and 22 graduate programs, 
including a doctoral program in educational 
leadership. 
The 46-acre campus on Seattle's First 
Hill has the atmosphere of a small college. 
Teaching is the faculty's priority at Seattle 
University. Low student-to-faculty ratios and 
caring attitudes ensure that faculty members 
are readily available to students. 
As an institution of higher learning, 
Seattle University's objective and purpose 
include the discussion, interpretation, and  
transmission of knowledge, ideas and values. 
Under the auspices of the Society of 
Jesus, Seattle University supports Christian 
ideals and values. It affirms the belief in 
unity and totality of all human knowledge, 
whether experiential, speculative, or divinely 
revealed. As a community inspired with the 
Spirit of Christ, the campus atmosphere 
encourages the development of an unbiased, 
liberated, and enlightened intelligence in its 
faculty and student body. 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in the United 
States, Seattle University offers a broadly 
based academic program, including a strong 
liberal arts core curriculum that prepares 
students for community service and personal  
fulfillment, as well as professional success. 
One of Seattle University's marks of 
distinction is the nation's first graduate 
program in software engineering. The 
university is also known for innovative 
undergraduate programs, such as the nation's 
first addiction studies program and the first 
undergraduate program in environmental 
engineering in the Northwest. 
The tnie measure of the university's 
excellence is the success of our graduates. 
Seattle University's alumni includes distin-
guished individuals in business, public affairs, 
education, the performing arts, athletics, and 
other fields. 
the Graduation Cap and Gown 
American academic costume (also 
referred to as academic "dress" or "regalia") 
had its origins in the ancient Essropean 
universities. Apparently it was devised to 
distinguish academic persons such as doctor, 
licentiates, masters and bachelors from other 
parts of the population. Gowns probably 
were a necessity because of unheated 
buildings, and hoods were needed to cover 
the headsof medieval scholars. Most 
universities issued strict regulations concern-
ing the design and use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, American 
colleges and universities inevitably adopted 
the gown, hood and cap from their Euro- - 
pean antecedents. Although some common 
standards and practices were observed, no 
uniform code or system existed until late in 
the 19th century. 
The principal features of academic dress 
are three; the gown, the cap and the hood. 
The flowing gown comes from the 12th 
century. It has become symbolic of the 
democracy of scholarship, for it completely 
covers any dress of rank or social standing 
underneath. It is black for all degrees, with 
pointed sleeves for the bachelor's degree; 
long closed sleeves for the master's degree; 
and round open sleeves for the doctorate 
degree. The gown worn for the bachelor's or 
master's degree has no trimmings. The gown 
for the doctorate degree is laced down the 
front with velvet and has three bars of velvet 
across the sleeves in the color distinctive of 
the faculty or discipline to which the degree 
pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege 
won by freed slaves in ancient Rome, and so  
the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of 
scholarship and the responsibility and dignity 
with which scholarship endows the wearer. 
Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as 
square to symboliae the book, although some 
authorities claim that the mortar board or 
cap is a symbol of the masons, a privileged 
guild. The color of the tassel on the cap 
denotes the discipline. 
Heraldically the hood is an inverted 
shield with one or more chevrons of a 
secondary color on the ground of the 
primary color of the college. The color of 
the facing of the hood denotes the discipline 
represented by the degree; the color of the 
lining of the hood designates the university 
from which the degree was granted. The 
length of the hood varies by academic 
degree. The hood for the doctorate degree is 
the only one with panels at the sides. 
is 
Honorary Degrees 
Mary Maxwell Gates 
Mary Maxwell Gates, wife, mother, civic 
leader, and volunteer, was the consummate 
community servant. 
A lifelong resident of Seattle, Mary Gates 
nurtured her family, including three children, 
and at the same time devoted herself to 
voluntarism. She served the Junior League, 
Children's Orthopedic Hospital as board 
member and chair, and the United Way of King 
County where she became the organization's 
first woman president. In 1983 she was named 
Reverend William E. Hayes, S.j 
The Reverend William E. Hayes, of the 
Society ofJesus, you have a distinguished record 
as an educator and academic administrator 
through your extraordinary career as a leader of 
Jesuit secondary education in the Northwest. 
A native of Seattle, you earned degrees from 
Gonzaga University and Santa Clara University. 
You began your career in secondary schools 
as vice principal ofJesuit High School in 
Portland. Your tenure as principal and later 
president of Gonzaga Preparatory School in 
Spokane from 1971 to 1976 was distinguished 
by innovative change. Under your leadership 
the number of lay faculty doubled, and the 
Denise Levertov 
Denise Levertov, your writing during the past 
half-century has established you as a world-
renowned poet. You have published more than 
20 books. Your poems and essays have also been 
published in countless literary journals. 
Your poetic theories are quoted by fellow 
practitioners. You have influenced many 
aspiring writers through your teachings. Your 
essay, "Some Notes on Organic Form," is said to 
present one of the clearest sets of directions for  
the first woman to chair the National United 
Way's executive committee. 
Mary Gates was the first woman director of 
First Interstate Bank of Washington and only 
the fifth woman to serve as a University of 
Washington regent, where she served for 18 
years until she stepped down due to illness. 
At a critical time in the organization's 
development, Mary Gates took the helm of 
Washington Gives, a civic project that urges 
citizens to commit to voluntarism. In 1991, due 
primarily to her civic contributions, the Gates' 
institution became co-educational. Meanwhile, 
the authentic Jesuit spirit was heightened. 
From 1977 to 1982 you served Seattle 
University as executive assistant to the president 
and as vice president for administration. 
You served as pastor of Seattle's St. Joseph's 
Parish from 1982 to 1984. 
You became president ofJesuit High School 
eleven years ago and the school has experi-
enced significant growth and development since 
that time. In 1993 Jesuit High School became a 
co-ed institution. Under your leadership, more 
than $12 million has been raised to support 
campus improvements. 
writing a poem. 
You have translated poetry from several lan-
guages, enabling people the world over to enjoy the 
beauty of rhythmic language from other cultures. 
Your concern for natural beauty, for justice 
among peoples, and for the sacred in human 
life has been at the heart of your poetry. 
Your life journey and religious search have 
taken you from your native England to New 
York City, to campuses across the United States,  
were named Philanthropic Family of the Year by 
Washington Gives. 
Mary Gates helped launch Leadership 
Tomorrow and served on the boards of 
directors of Uniguard Security, U.S. West, 
Seattle Symphony, IURO-TV, and the Children's 
Hospital Foundation. 
Mary Gates died in the summer of 1994. But 
in gratitude for her service and in honor of her 
lifelong dedication to her community, Seattle 
University proudly confers, posthumously, the 
degree doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
Your association with Jesuit educational 
institutions extends beyond administrative 
posts. You have been a leader for many years in 
the Jesuit Secondary Education Association. 
You are a past trustee of Seattle Preparatory 
School and Gonzaga University. 
You are celebrating your 50-yearJubilee as a 
Jesuit this year. 
Therefore, in recognition of your accom-
plishments as an educator, administrator, civic 
leader, and your unfailing service to the Sod 
ofJesus, upon you, William E. Hayes, S.J.. 
Seattle University proudly confers the degree o 
doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
and, in recent years to the Northwest. 
Your work has been recognized by a number 
of literary awards including the National 
Institute of Arts and Letters Award, the 
Longview Award, and the Famum Prize. 
Therefore, in recognition of your accom-
plishments as a poet, storyteller, and educator, 
upon you, Denise Levertov, Seattle University 
proudly confers the degree of doctor of 
humanities, honoris causa, 
Lenny Wilkens 
Lenny Wilkens, your career as a collegiate 
athlete, a professional basketissil player and coach, 
and as a generous friend and citizen, is evidence 
of your athletic skills, of your ability to extract 
the best from others, and your humane character. 
You demonstrated your abilities as an out- 
standing collegiate basketball staL You continued 
to excel in the National Basketball Association. 
You participated in a total of nine All-Star games 
as a player. You were elected to the National 
Basketball Hall of Fame as a player in 1988. 
You have enjoyed unparalleled success during 
your NBA coaching ramer, which started in Seattle. 
You coached the Seattle Supersonics to a  
national championship in 1979. You have 
competed in the most games as an NBA player 
or coach. You were chosen as NBA Coach of the 
Year in 1993-1994. 
You served as assistant coach of the USA's 
1992 Olympics Dream Team that won a gold 
medal. You have been named head coach of the 
1996 US Olympic basketball team. 
Your 939th victory during your 22nd season 
as a coach in the NBA makes you the league's 
winningest coach. 
You have been very active and supportive of 
community and civic activities, particularly 
those involving children, including the Board of 
Children's Education Foundation, the Boys and 
Girls Club in Atlanta, the Georgia Center for 
Children and the Odessa Brown Clinic in 
Seattle. From 1982 to 1987 you served on 
Seattle University's board of trustees. 
Therefore, in honor of your accomplish-
ments as a student-athlete, a professional 
basketball player and coach, and ass resident - 
western Washington where your commitme 
your family and your community is well-kno 
and evident through your support of local 
organizations and institutions, upon you, Lenny 
Wilkens, Seattle University proudly confers the 
degree of doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
eesident's Award 
Maria Elena Valcarlos 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
A symbol of outstanding achievement. 
Doctor ofEducation Dissertation Titles 
Margaret Kearns Baldwin 
Enhancing Learning Through Library and 
Information Services in K-12 Education: 
A Future Search Conference 
Marta Dawn Bennett 
Hunger and Habits of the Soul: African and 
North American Perspectives on Christian 
Spiritual Maturity 
Sandra K. Chock-Eng 
Voices of Young Adolescents in the Transfor-
don of Middle Level Education 
obert Laurence Edgar 
Developing a Methodology for Transferring 
Management Development Training From the 
Classroom Into the Work Environment 
Thomas Romine Egnew 
On Becoming a Healer: A Grounded Theory 
Mary-Lou Ann Flaherty 
The Role of Imagination in Leadership 
Mary N. Fahmy 
Egyptian Women Leaders: Societal and 
Family Factors that Helped or Hindered 
Them in Their Development as Leaders and 
Decision Makers 
Samuel Timothy Ham 
A Guide for Teachers Interested in Teaching 
in Overseas Schools 
Steven Edward Jacobsen 
Spirituality and Transformational Leadership 
in Secular Settings: A Delphi Study 
Diana Kay Larkin 
Beyond Self to Compassionate Healer: 
Transcendent Leadership 
Richard L. Meier 
Guidebook for College-Level Applications of 
the Natural Helpers Program 
Maureen C. O'Shaughnessy-Ross 
Educators' Perceptions of Ethical Dilemmas in 
Instructional Innovation 
Sharon Josephine Price 
Intercultural Education and the Seattle-Kobe 
Teacher Exchange Program 
Kriatine Delane Sullivan 
Empowerment and Control: A New Manage-
ment Paradigm 
Jacqueline Taylor Sund 
Parental Bonding, Style, and Influence as 
Predictors of Adult Leadership Style in Male 
and Female Managers 
Glenn R. Worthington 
Occupational Stress and the National Guard 
Combat Arms Soldier 
Ricarda Gayle Carison 	 Tana L. Hasart 
Leadership Practicies and Patterns of 
	 Evaluating a Collaborative Model of Policy 
Influence in the Implementation of Washing. 	 Formation 
ton State Schools for the 21st Century Grants 
Robert Stanley Watchorn 
Larry Gordon Lee 	 Retention Factors for First Nations Students in 
Synergy in Corporate Teams: The Role of the the Public School System of British Columbia 
Manager 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is a historically ordered, integrated study 
of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought 
and achievement in the sociocultural Context. After completing the Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The 1995 degree candidates who completed the Honors Program are: 
SuzanneM. 
	 Bader ...................................................... English 
CarmenJ. 
	
Brown ........................................................ English 
Alexander David Glover ............................................ English 
Catherine 	 Anne Jack .................................................. Philosophy 
Jennifer Sue 
	 Kampsula .............................................. Political Science 
Nicol 	 .................................................... Philosophy C Frances dle Marie Poe..................................................... Philosophy 
Manuel 	 Patrick Teodoro ............................................ Political Science 
Nathan 	 Edward Wilkes............................................... Mathematics 
Kari 	 A. 	 Williams .......................................................... Psychology 
Graduate School 
Edward J. Jennench, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost 
for Academic Administration 
School of Education 
Margaret M. Liaggerty, PhD, Dean 
St. Ignatius of Loyola Teacher Education Award 
Recipients: Douglas Richard Steen 
Jim Edward Dunnigan 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in the School of Education Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on 
academic achievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of committment to teaching, and evidence of leadership. 
Doctor of Education 
MAUREEN C. O'SHAUGHNESSY-ROSS 
SHARON JOSEPHINE PRICE 
KRISTINE DEL&NE SULLIVAN 
JACQLF.I.INE TAYLOR SUNE) 
R(I)EWRT STAN ITY WATCHORN 
(;L,FNN R. w0WIHIN(;TON 
MARGARET KEARNS BALDWIN 
MARTA DAWN BENNETT 
RICARDA GAYLE CARLSON 
SANDRA K. CHOCK-ENG 
ROBERT LAURENCE EDGAR 
THOMAS ROMINE EGNEW 
MARY-LOU ANN FLAHERTY 
MARY N. FAHMY 
SAMUEL TIMOTHY HART 
TANA L. HASART 
STEPHEN EDWtRD JACOBSEN 
DIANA KAY IARKIN 
LARRY GORDON LEE 
RICHARD L. MEIER 
Educational 
JoAN SHELTON BROECKLING 
BEVERLY JEAN BURKWIST 
SUSAN BETH GALKINS # 
JAMES ROBERT CI-IIGATELLI 
Master in Teaching  
MAUREEN RENÉE ALBI 
JAMES WILLLkM ARKILLS 
REBECCA SHARON HULSCHER AWUAI-I 
DONNA MARIE BAILEY 
JOSEPH M. BAILLARGEON 
HEATHER ELIZABETH BALDWIN-MCCURDY 
I)ONALD REID BALLEW 
STELLA MARIE BASS 
MICHELLE L. BETHUNE 
KRISTINE MARIE BIGELOW LANE 
NINA L. BINDER 
MICHELLE ELIZABETH BRENNAN 
JAMES TALBUTT BROWN 
ROSEMARY PURCELL BURKI-IART 
VICKI LORRAINE ELLIS 
SHERIDAN VARNEY FALLEEN 
WENDY A. HIGGINSON 
PAUL I.ELAND KELLY 
•JENNIFFR ANNE CAI.LOW 
MICHELI.E I.ORRAYNE CARSTENS 
NINA M. DAVIS 
WILLIAM WA[.TON DUNBAR 
JIM EDWRD DUNNIGAN 
JANE SPIERS EGASHIRA 
JANA DEANNE FEVURLY 
KATHLEEN M. FLEMING 
RODNEY M. FOWLER, JR. 
SARAH MARIE GALLAGHER 
GRACIA LYNN GERAGHTY 
KATHLEEN MARIE GILLESPIE 
JAMES H. GILLINGHAM 
JOHN WARD GREENOUGH 
ANDREA CHRISTINE MCHENRY 
TRACY SMITH # 
LINDA ANN WESTPFAHL 
JERRY THOMAS WHITMIRE 
KIMBERLY ANN HART 
MICHAEL RYDER HAVENS 
LISA LEANNE HELLIE 
JOHN EDWARD HEROLD 
MARK ALLEN HOFER 
ERIC SUN-CHOL HONC; 
D. JOSEPH HUR.SON 
JOELI.E ANNE JACKSON 
WILLIAM PENMAN JACOBUS 
JENNIFER REGAN KOENIG 
HANNAH CAITLIN KUNZ 
ROSALIE EDITH L&NGEIAN 
LISA JAN LEIMGRUBER 
JOHN ANTHONY LINDBLOM 
11 
# Also receiving a master's degree 
aster in Teaching (continued) 
)LlN MATTHEW LOWIN 
CAROL MARIE MAAKESTAD 
HEIDI JO MMI 
DEBORA SUSAN MARINO 
EVA MARIE MCGOUGH 
JAMES MONTGOMERY MICHAEL 
TODD MAN MIGCHELRRINK 
KAREN ELIZABETH MILLER 
LISA GERHARD MIlLER 
LISA MARIE MOHR 
MARIE ALINE MONROE 
ANGELA VICTORIA MOORE 
PAMELA ROSALYN MOORE 
CRISTINE LYNN NICKELS 
HEATHER RENEE OCI-ISNER 
MARLA LUISA ORNES 
BENJAMIN MONTGOMERY OSTROM 
HEE.EN H. PAR 
Master of Counseling 
EUGENIA TRIPPUTI AHUMADA 
LINDA SPOERE. ARMSTRONG 
STEPHANIE ANN BALLASIOTES 
SUSAN M. BERG 
BARBARA JOAN BLACKBURN 
\RGARET R. CLAIR 
RRILI. ANN COHEN 
N J. CHRISTENSON 
LINDA W. CROSSGROVE 
VICTORIA K. PARK 
JOY KAREN PATMAN 
CATHERINE CAROL PETERS 
SANDRA LEE PIGOTT 
SHEILA KIM RAMOS 
EI.LEN TOUSLEY REID 
ESTHER DAWN RICH 
KATHERINE MARION RILEY 
MICHAEL DAVID RITSCHER 
AMY BETH RORABACK 
ANGELA CHRISTINE ROSSANA 
KAYLEY RUNSTAI) 
JENNELL DIANE RUSSELL 
SCOTT MCKENNON SACKETF 
RACHEL RATCLIFFE SANDSTROM 
KEITH PATRICK SCHACHT 
DEREK DEAN SHEFFIEI.D 
WENDY BETH SINGER 
SUSAN DALE SIATER 
KAREN R. D'LUHOSH 
PATRICIA IRENE DESROCHES + 
STEVEN DARRELL DEHART 
DONNA SIRJORD ELLIS 
WILLIAM JOSEPH HERIC 
MAUREEN A. HERSHOLT 
BELINDA ANN GLOYD 
SUSAN MACDONALD KRIEGER 
CHRISTINE KIMBERLY LYNCH 
JACQUElINE BARKER SMALLEY 
MICHEI.I.E RENÉE STALEY 
DOUGLAS RICHARD STEEN 
JONATHAN CROCKETI' STEVER 
MICHAEL BRYAN STOUT 
BOBBIE ANN MAGUIRE TANASSE 
LYNNE MICHELLE THIESSEN 
LOWELL A. THOMSON 
MICHELI.E THERESE TOCCO 
JOHN DOMINIC TREPANIER 
SCOTT RYAN VEDEROFF 
CYNTHIA ANNE VIELBIG 
SALLY A. VON BARGEN 
DOUGLAS ELDON WILLIAMS 
DEBORAH EILEEN WILSON 
MARY KATHERINE WISWALL 
TIMMIE WADE WRIGHT 
W. DAVII) YOUNG 
EUGENE ROBERT MCNATT 
PAMELA DAVIS MORSE 
NORMAN G. NELSON 
SHERRY B. OLECK-NESMITH 
SHARRON S. RUHLEN 
CYNTHLA A. SCOTF 
JAN PAGE SMITH 
MARiA ANASTACIA STOKSTAD 
LINDA M. TURNER 
Master of Arts in Education 
MARY ELIZABETH NEILSON AHEARNE 
JULIE ALDCROFT 
YUTAKA AOKI 
RENEE C. BLATfNER 
ELIZABETH ANNE BRIARDY 
SUSAN M. DONOHUE 
ROSEMARY GEMPERLE DUNIGAN 
TERI SUE FEGLEY 
AMY ELIZABETH FENNING 
EI.IZABETH ANN FLAGG 
ROBIN LAFLIN GAPHNI 
MICHAEL JOHN GILCHRLST 
THOMAS M. GRAHAM 
KEITH E. HEITZMAN 
KELLY ANN HERMAN 
LORELEI MUNROE HERRES 
DONALD MARION HILL 
VICTORIA A. JANSEN-KINGEN 
JOSEPH PETER .JOSS 
URSEL KAMMERECK-JONES 
JONATHAN KALAONALANI KAU 
MARCY DIANE KEENE 
LIZABETH A. KING 
STACY AYNN LAWSON 
ANNE SCOTT LEDER 
LEIGH ANN MARGARET LUCERO 
J. ROY MAC INTYRE 
ANN MARY MCALLEN 
PATRICIA ANNE MCGRATH 
JER1 DELL MEYER 
RUTH MARY NEUMANN 
BARBARA L. SALO-ULVIN 
JACQUELINE KAY SCHWARTZ 
LINDA MARIE WEHRMAN 
Master of Education 
JOAN BAKER ACHILLES 
TAMARA LYNN ALTENBERGER 
TAKA AOKI 
HIA MARIE SMITH ARMSTRONG 
XNN MARY BARASHKOFF 
STEPHEN JOHN BATES 
DEBRAIl DENISE BAXTER 
LAURIE BOYEE BROUI.ETFE 
TOM H. BURCHARD 
STEVEN R. BURDICK 
ROSEMARY JUDITH BUSBY 
SUSAN BETH CAI.IUNS # 
CATHERINE LEA CANTRELL 
KEITH R. CHRYSTIE 
ISABEL ROSE ARRANZ CHURCH 
CAROL A. CONNELLY 
KATHLEEN MARIE CONNOLLY 
JENNIFER LYNN DEPHEI.PS 
ILEANA F. DORN 
KENNETH L. EVANS 
JAMES J. FLIES 
BELINDA ANN GLOYD 
SUSAN JANE GRAHAM 
ADAM KENNETH GREVE 
# Also receiving an educational specialist degree 4 Also receiving a second master's degree 
Master of Education (continued) 
LINDA MARY ViOLET 1-IAGGERSTONE 
JANE TRAXINGER HARNESS 
JOHN SIDNEY HIRSCHEL 
KURT KAZEO HOLI.STEIN 
LINDA JOY HOLMES 
SAMUEL JACKSON, JR. 
NANCY JOHANSEN 
CINDY L. JORGENSEN 
KENNETH AlAN KAUFMANN 
IIZBETH ANN KUBILIUS 
ANNE SCOTT LEDER 
TAMMIE WAGAR LEWIS 
CONI SUE MAYER 
KATHRYN MARIE MCCONNELL 
KATHLEEN ANN MEANY 
NANCY JFAN MOFFATF 
NANCY MURPHY 
KRISTIN M. OGREN 
BEVERLEY ANN PIZZANO 
NORMA LAURINE PLUMB 
JORGE P. RAMIREZ 
TIMOTHY MICHAEL REDMOND 
THERESA JOANNE ROACH 
BRIDGIT MARY RORVIK 
RUTH H. ROSSI 
TETSUYA SATO 
WENDY ANNE SAXON 
KAAREN ALETHFA SIDOINE 
MARILYN CAROL SKONE 
TRACY LEE SMITH # 
KERI LYNNE SPELHAUG 
KAREN L. STRATING 
SHANNON CHIYOKO SUMIDA 
LISA B. THEISEN 
DIANE MARIE THULIN 
ROBIN LYNN WEHL 
KATHRYN SUE WELCH 
LOY PATRICIA WOLFE 
ROSE I-Al WU 
Master of Arts in Rehabilitation Counseling 
PAULA BARTON GREENTHAL 
Bachelor of Arts in Rehabilitation * 
ERIK DANE CORY KNUDSON 
* Beginning fall 1990, the teacher education program in the School of Education was discontinued 
at the undergraduate level and replaced with the master's in reaching at the graduate level. 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan, PhD, Acting Dean 
Master of Arts in Psychology 
SENA A. BENSON-ARB 
MADELON YAMANE BOLI.IN(, 
I.ISA MARIE FRAZIER 
JANICE MAUREEN HOLT 
JILl. SUZANNE HOOGERHYDE 
KARA-LEE KOURY 
ANTOINETA A. MAZIKOWSKI 
JENNIFER LINN MCCUTCHEON 
JANICE CAROL NOBLE 
SEAN PATRICK O'REILLY 
AMY MARIE PAPE 
MELISSA MAE PHELPS-PALMA 
RICHARD JAMES POPPY 
CAROLE MCBRIDE SHUMWAY 
DAWN LOUISE SPENCER 
ELIZABETH W. STEWART 
School of Science and Engineering 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD, Dean 
Master of Software Engineering 
MANOLITO ESPINO ADAN 
JON STUART ANDERSON 
DWIGHT J. BARKER 
WILLIAM LOWELL. BARRY JR. 
PETER H. BENOIT 
ROBERT ALLEN ROVER II 
CAREY SEAN CHAPLI N 
CRAI(; L. DAW 
LANCE CHADWICK DELANO 
STEWART ASHLEY DUTFIELD 
MARK GLENWOOD ELKINS 
NATHAN CLARKE FLEENER 
ROSANNA SUE FOLKERTS 
VIRC;INIA MAE GENT 
J. STUART HARRIS 
JOVER RENEE HOLLOWAY 
EDMUND J. JONES 
SHERYL DIANE LANDON 
JAMES LAWRENCE MABREY 
JOHN CHARLES MCCULLOUGH 
SCOTT Pt-fiLLIP MUSKE 
STEVEN LEE SMALL 
JEFFREY R. TAPPERO 
DENNIS H. TILLMAN 
LAURENT VERNHES 
STEVEN SCOTT WARREN 
RONALD EDWIN WENDT 
MARTHA EUZABETH WHITE 
STEPHEN HARRY WILD 
MICHAEL ANDRE ZONCZYK 
8 
chool of Business and Economics 
A. Viscione, PhD, Dean 
Master of Business Administration 
AILENE MACHIEL ABAD JEFFREY AlAN FESSLER NEIL ROGER MALONE 
CHRISTINE OKAZAKI ADKINSON MARK SCOTT FESSLER JEFFERY LEE MARCOE 
AGUSTINA MICHAEL JOSEPH FINKLE DONALD KEITH MARSHALL 
SAM AHMED CARLA MARIE FORESTER RALPH PATRICK MCCONNELL 
WALEED SALEH AL-YAHYA RONALD DOUGLAS FRASER CAROLINE GOVE MCKALLOR 
TODD GERALD ALBERTSON KATHRYN ANNETFE FROSTAD MARK JAMES MCVEIGH 
CHERYL LEE ALLEN JOSEPH R. GEIVETF JEFFREY MARK MEDZEGIAN 
MARY WALTER ALLEN G. BRADLEE GIBBS DUSIT MEKSINGVEE 
AMY KRISTINE ALWARD DAVID A. GIES JEFFREY DEAN MIDDLETON 
JOHN M. ANCICH JR. JAHN CHARLES GOEDE SCOTF PERRY MILLS 
BRUCE EDWkRD AVENELL JILL J. GOLDEN ARCH'NA VIJ MOHAN 
SUSAN GAYLE AVERILL JAMES WESTON GOODNOW PANDA LEAH MOMB 
MARGARET A. BABCOCK STEVEN T. GREEN PATRICK EDWARD MONAHAN 
AUGUST JOSEPH BADER APICHAYA HABANANANDA MICHELE L. MOORE 
RICK BRIAN BAGGETE TODD RICHARD WILLIAM HAGEN VICTORIA LEA MORALES 
RONALD LEE BAILEY HILARY DRISCOLL HALL THOMAS DIMITRIOS NATSIS 
ERIC CHARLETON BAIRD GRETCHEN V. MANNA QUYNH THI NGO 
DONNA B. BARAYA KENT HANSEN NANCY E. NICHOLAS 
PETER NELSON BARNETF LORI ANN HANSON SALLY BEDDOR NOWAK 
DAVID HAMILTON BARR MICHIKO HATSUI JOHN M. OREILLY 
RICKY DEAN BEHRENS BRENT DAVID HAYES DIANA OEU 
ANNETFE RENE BERNIER TODD WILLIAM HAYES MICHAEL LUDLOW OLSON 
NATTA BHACHAWLTD PORNTIP HEMSTAPAT DAVID VAN PARKER 
JOl-IN SCOTr BIRNSTENGEL JOSEPH L. HENDRICKSON RICK PEARSON 
SEP11 EDWARD BISKUPIAK JENNIFER MARGARET HENTZE MICK R. PEGG 
WG BONNOFSKY RIANTO HIDJAJA QUINN EDWARD PHILLIPS N ELIZABETH BORGMAN ROBERT FRANKLIN HILL. MICHAEL DWIGHT PICKETf 
PATRICIA BOS W. KENT HILLER KIMBERLY ANN PONTIUS 
BRIAN OLIVER BROUCEK DOREEN MARIE HOCKETF SNEZkNA KELLEY RADENKOVIC 
CYNTHIA EI.OIS BROWN scorr CHRISTOPHER HOGAN ANN MAUREEN RAEL 
DAVID CARROL BROWN ANAHID HOJJATI KERRIE ANN RAMBY 
RONALD BROWN GEORGE DONALD HOLROYD BRIDGET DEVENS RAUVOLA 
TIMOTHY JOHN BROWN LI-FEN HUANG PERRY NICHOLAS RFA 
COLLETFE JEAN BUCHEA EVA MARIE HULM WILLIAM JOSEPH READ 
SHAWN MICHAEL BUNCE MARY CATHERINE HUNTER SHEILA MARIE REMES 
SHEILA MARIE CALLA}IAN RUDOLF ANDREW ING JILL ANNETTE PJCHARDSON-LANDON 
TIMOTHY P. CAMPBELL TAKUYA IWASE JAN L. RISHEIM 
CHANCHAI CHANGVITAYA MICHAEL WWNE JENSEN WNVILM RONGYOTHIN 
WANEE CHAYAVIVATKUL JACK GEORGE EAADY JR. KRISTEN S. ROSA 
STEVEN LAVERN CHEEK ERICK MICHAEL KASIULIS CHRISTOPHER J. ROUILLARD 
1-CHUANG CHEN MICHAEL JOSEPH KAVANAGH MICHAEL LINCOLN RUCKER 
YAO CHUNG CHEN KiUSTIN ELIZABETH KERNUTF DAVID OWEN SCHEYER 
SUZI CHU JOHN M. KNUTSEN HAROLD FRANK SCHMIDT JR. 
YAT CHEONG CHU CHRISTINA MICHELLE KRESSNER MELISSA GANUS SCHOFIELD 
SARAH ANNE CLARKE MICHAEL KURT KUESTER DOUGLAS RAY SCHROTH 
PAMELA JEAN COFFEY YU-LIN LAI ELIZABETH KATHRYN SCO1T 
CATHLEEN SANDE COLLINS CHRIS ROBERT LANGERVELD DONALD MICHAEL SEARS 
THOMAS J. CONNAUGHTON CHRISTOPHER DANA LEGLER SUN MAY SHEIN 
SCOTF H. COOPER CHEUK B. LI STEVE ILONG SHIH 
KEVIN DAVID CUSHMAN YINGBO LI MARC ALAN SICKLES 
SUSANNA E. DAVIES HUNG-YI LIANG STACY ANN SOUTHWICK 
BRAI)LEY B. DEACON CAROLINE LOUISE LIGON CAROL D. SPRINGER 
JOELLE DIANE DENNEY AMY HSIN.I LIU ALBERT STABILE 
VEASEY ALEXANDER DE VESCI JEFFREY R. LOGAN R. TODD STABLER 
THOMAS JOHN DONOHUE SCOTF G. LOOMIS TIMOTHY A. STARK 
PAUL DOWLING JAMES RANDAL LUND CYNTHIA LEE STEFFEN *((THY I: ELIZABETH EDMONDSON DENISE DANG MACH MARY ELIZABETH STEINER ATHAN E. ENG MICHAEL WILLIAM MADSEN DAVID MARK STENSIAND 
DEBRA ANN FAULKNER MARTIN LOUIS MADSON DAWSON WARD STOOPS 
TODD (;LENN FERRIS JENNIFER GAIL MALONE CAROL MARIE SULLIVAN 
Master of Business Administration (continu€d) 
SHUN YU TAI 
DARIAJ. TAYLOR 
MARK JOHN TESTU 
THOMAS W. THOMPSON 
RUSSELL NORMAN TOM 
EDA EMINE TOPUR 
PAUL RAY TOWNSEND 
BRIAN THOMAS TRACK 
CRAIG MADISON TREWET 
ROBERT PHILIP TREWHITF 
RICHARD GLENN TRIPLETT 
THOMAS MICHAEL TROY 
HSILI-KUO TSAI 
JOHN EDWIN VOLK 
LUONG QUOC VU 
JOHN T. WALKER 
LESLIE JEAN WANG 
WARDEN M. DOUGlAS 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN WAY 
DANIEL AUSTIN WEBER 
DAVID ALLAN WERNER 
RUSSELL LEE WERTZ 
JILL ANN WESTLUND 
VERA MARLINATA WIDJAYA 
JOE CRAIG WILSON 
QUINN MICHAEL WIRTH 
GREGORY L. WISNER 
JONATHAN M. WITHAM 
JENNIFER WYRES 
CONNIE ZIGLER 
Master of Arts in Applied Economics 
WILLIAM R. TURNER JR. 	 NOPPANUN WANNATHEPSAKUL 
Master of Science in Finance 
FATIMA HUSAIN BATALVI 
J. STEVEN BEAGLES 
GREGORY JAMES CLARK 
HUEI-YING DAPHNE CHU 
JILL MARIE COATES 
ANTHONY HOWARD COLE 
VARAPC)RN DISSAYABUTR 
KATHLEEN SHEAHAN DONAHOE 
RYSZARD EDWARD DUDEK 
GEOFFREY ALAN GRJEBEE. 
WEI-YUAN GUH 
JAMES HIROMI ITO 
MENG HUI KOK 
PORN SAK RATANANON 
DANIEL ALLEN ROBILLARD 
TERRIN LIN SAN IDAD 
LEE ALAN SCHAHRER 
BRENT EUGENE SISCO 
RICI-IARI MONTE SMITH 
SIRIPORN SOTHIKUL 
KEITH DONALD SWANSON 
YUWENG WANG 
CHAD HAMILTON WHITE 
BRENT G. WHITNEY 
HSIN-FEN YANG 
CHIH-HSUEH YUAN 
. 
Institute for Theological Studies 
Loretta Jancoski, PhD, Director 
Master of Divinity 
DEBRA J. COVERT-BOWLDS 	 PAUL DAVID PETER}IANS 	 PATRICIA MARIE WITrMANN-TODD 
MARY KATHRYN ERNST 
Master of Ministry 
KIMBERLY ANN EBERT 	 KATHLEEN ANN SICKLY PBVM 
Master of Pastoral Ministry 
PATRICIA IRENE DESROCHES + 
10 	 + Also iecewing a second masterc degree 
Arts in Pastoral Studies 
PAINE NOWACKI BALDERSTON 
LAURIE NOLET BOWEN 
MARY FRANCES BUTZER 
SUSAN LAURIE CARLSON 
JOHN ROBERT CHAMBERS 
THOMAS RAYMOND CRUM 
JAMES THOMAS DRISCOLL 
KIMBERLY ANN EBERT 
CHERYL GREENE FITZPATRICK 
KAREN MAUREEN HALBERG 
JAMES E. HELMICH 
FRANCES ANN HICKS OSF 
KATHLEEN NATALIE KOHLER-BALKO 
ANN-LOUISE KARETA 
KENNETH J. MCDERMOTF 
CLAIRE LYNN MCKINSTER 
MONICA MARY MILLER PBVM 
MARY MARGARET RUTIER 
KAREN MCKAY SCHWARTZ 
LYNNE MARIE VASKE 
SUZANNE S. WEISS 
DAVID WILLIAM YOZAMP 
Master of Religious Education 
DEANNE ELISE DEVAUL 
	 ROBERT JOHN RODRIGUES 	 KRISTEN JOAN WEBER 
PATRICK W. FLYNN 
	 ROSE MARIE HUMMEL THOMAS 
Master of Theological Studies 
MARY CECILIA BOUCHER 
MARIE THERESA BUONATO 
KATHLEEN MARIE DUNNE 
KEVIN MICHAEL FEENEY 
PAUL SCOTF FIORINI 
KAREN GAYLE FRANK 
MARY CATHERINE HOLICKY OSB 
STEPHEN JEROME HUEFFED 
SHARON FAY KOCH 
MARGARET PERSIS NOMURA 
DAWN DELISA NOVOTNY 
CONSTANCE DONDLEY RIPLEY 
. 
Institute of Public Service 
John Collins, PhD, Director 
Master of Public Administration 
KRISTEN BERNARD 
DARCI D. GRIESS BIERMAN 
CATHERINE J. BIXLER 
FRANCES MARIE CAPESTANY 
ANNE E. CARRAGHER 
THIWALUCK CHOKWATANA 
RATHAPOL CHULLANANDANA 
STEPHANIE JO COUR 
JOHN RICHARD DICKINSON 
MARY KATHLEEN OUSLEY ERSKINE 
MARK ERNEST FREDERICK 
RHONDA SUZETFE FREDERICK 
GARY H. GIBSON 
KAREN R. GOON 
CHERI L. GUTHRIE 
TODD CHRISTOPHER HALEY 
CATHY ANN HIGGINS 
KIMBERLY RAE KLAFFKY 
MARIA KYRIAKOS 
ROSEMARIE M. LABONITE 
MAY CHUI KWAN LAM 
PIYATIDA LIMTAKUL 
KEITH DAVID LWINGSTON 
JAMES CORNELIUS LYONS 
JILL MARGARET MARILLEY 
CYNTHIA A. MARSHALL 
JANE NEFF MARSHALL 
ELIZABETH ANNE MCKEE 
TRACEY LYNN MILLS 
MARGARET LkNCUCKI NELSON 
SUE ANN NIXON 
WATCHARA PINYAWAT 
FARIBA RONNASI 
JESSE C. SCHOSSOW 
JOHN ANTHONY STRUB 
DEBORAH K VANDEGRIFT 
JENNIFER P. yELLING 
LESTER ALLEN WALKER 
KIRSTINAJO WEAVER 
RICHARD CLARK WILSON 
WARREN Y. YEE 
. 
11 
College ofArts and Sciences 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan, PhD, Acting Dean 
Richard P. Hickey Award 
Recipient: Catherine Ann Jack 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Selection is based upon the student's total contribution to academic life 
and is made by the department chairs and program directors of the 
college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, 
professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university 
from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
Bachelor of Arts 
PAUL J. ABEL KIMBERLY M. CANNING TIMOTHY BRIAN ENGLE * 
ANDREA MONICA AGUIRRE JAN L. CANNON MATFHEW JOHN EVANS * 
KARENE LEHUA KUI LAN AKITA MICHAEL MONZON CAPACIA * NIUSHA FALLAHZADEH 
STEVEN JOSEPH ALBERT * ELSA CERVANTES SANDRA JANE FARWELL 
AMY SARA CAROLINE ANDERSON * PUI-YU KATY CHAN LOU ANTONIO FEDERICO * 
MARY ELIZABETH CUSHMAN-ANDERSON * TRACY LYNN CHERPESKJ * ZANE IVEY FITERER 
SUZANNE M. BADER SHANNON Y. CHU MONICA KATHLEEN FOLEY 
M.4GNA GUM LAUDE SUE LIANG CHU RALPH RAY FOURMONT 
TONI MICHELLE BAJADO MACNA GUM L4UDL AIMEE JO FRANK * 
GUM 1AUDE VU LING CHUANG ALICE ILENE FREIST 
KATHRYN ROSE BARNARD  MACNA GUM MtVL 
1-4GUM A CDL 
JAMES EDWARD BARRY * HAMYUNG CHUNG AKIKO FUJIE * 
KATHERINE HARMON BARTENETTI * lAURA CATHERINE CHUNYK JULIE A. GAFFNEY 
JILL DENISE BATEMAN EVELYN RUTH COHEN COHANIM GUM LA CDL 
GUM L4111E RODNEY THOMAS COLLINS KAETHE MARIA GAZOW 
FELICIA MARLENE BEAM KRISTIN GURENE COLLINSWORTH SUMMA GUM L4CDE 
ERIN CATHLEEN BEARY * DANA LYNN CONFORTI * KELLI R. GEBERS 
JONATHAN THOMAS BECKER # RALPH E. CONNER GEORGINA SABIAN GEORGE 
LISA MICHELLE BEHRMANN * PATRIC CONRAD JOHN CHARLES GIANNINI # 
AMY oLDER BENSON RICHARD JAMES CORBEYL STEPHANIE LOUISE GINSBERG 
M.4GA GUM LAt 'DL GUM LA CDL MICHAEL J. GLICK 
KAREN MARIE RIERMANSKI DANIEL G. CORTEZ ALEXANDER DAVID GLOVER 
GUM LALVE lAURA CORVO GUM LAUDE 
MICHELLE RENEE BIRD * 
GUM LAUDE JENNIFER CATE GOLDMAN 
KRIS ALAN BIRDWELL TROY CHRISTOPHER COURAGE MAGNA CLAI' L4t.'DE 
GUM LA CDL GUM L4LVE ALICIA MARIE GOODWIN 
ROBERT L. BLAIR CLARA MARIE DE IA TORRE GUM LA CDL 
SUSAN DIANE BOITANO MACNA GUM IA CDt. JONATHAN ROSS GORDON * 
LAUREN MONIQUE BONIN JENNIFER MAY DEBORD CARLA I. GRAU-EGERTON 
ERICA JEAN BORLAS GUM L4UDE HEATHER MARIE GRAVES * 
ANGELA MARIE BOSTIC MICHELE JEN DELA ROSA SUNDE MARIE GREER 
ALLISON L. BRASE t.tct.t GUM jjJ AMY ELIZABETH GREIF 
SEAN M. BRIGGS MACNA GUM IAU)E 
MACNA GUM L41 DL DAViD M. DENNIS 
MARY E. DEPAOLO * GALEN GUENTHER 
DANA CHARRON BRODIE JOANNE MARIE I)EVANEY EMILY M. HAFNER-BURTON 
MACNA GUM JALVE NICHOL LYNNE DEVINE * SL.'MMA Gt.'M L4UDE 
CARMEN J. BROWN ANN MARIE DO LI. MARSHALL KEITH HALEY # 
MACIA GUM L4t'DE SUMMA (AM 1-417I)E CUM L4UDE 
LAURA CHRISTINE BRUGGEMAN G. BRIAN DOUAY # J. SARA HALLETF 
SUMM4 GUM IA (IDE STEVEN MICHAEL DOUGHERTY MACNA CtIM L4UDE 
JESSICA MICHEL BURGHARDT CORY ALLEN DRAZKOWSKI MICHELLE HAMSHAW * 
CAMILLE BURTON * # JONNAE CHRISTINE DUF}Y KEVIN JOHN HANLEY * 
TIMOTHY JOHN CAMERON CHRISTINE MICHELLE ECKSTROM MICHAEl. BRENDAN HANNA 
MACIsA CUM L4UDE MACNA GUM LAUDE GUM 14UDE 
FRELLIE ROSE CAMPOS * LANCE DAVID ENGER 
12 	 # Two baccalau,eate degrees awarded *Partici/stuing  in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
. 
Bachelor of Arts (continued) 
4WIC0I.E ALYS HANOUSEK MARK ALAN [ALLY HEATHER ANNE NICK 
JENNIFER LYN HARA CUM WIDE MARY FRANCES NICOL 
GUM L4t7Th 
KERRI LYNN LARSON SUMMA GUM LAUDE 
MONICA HARRINGTON GUM IAI'DE MITCHELL SCOTT NORTON 
CARLA MARIE HART CONNIE KAM-Yl [Au PATRICK O'HOGAN 
LAURA MARIE HENNING MICHAEL ANTHONY LAUX * MOLLY THERESA O'LEARY 
MACNA CUM LAUDE MAMIE CHIU-MING LEE * MAIA K. OLSON * 
MARISSA ANNE HERMER LISA MARIE LEEWENS * MARIANNE ONSRUD 
.SUMMA GUM LAIW, MARCY ANN LEMIEUX TAKEHIKO ONUMA 
THEODORE ROOSEVELT HIKEL lit MEGAN CHRISTINE LEMIEUX 
SUSAN JANE ORMSBY 
SHELEE KAY HILBERG DENISE ANN LENTZ 
GUM LAUDE 
LISA ANNE HILLYARD SARA TODD LIEDEKER LARA KORINNA OSBORN 
CHRISTOPHER L. HINEMAN GUM LA 7)j MACNA GUM LAUDE 
KALISA MIEL HINTZE ANTHONY THOMAS LIEGGI YEN-PING OU 
JULIE ANNETTE HODOVANCE TIFFANY LUCINDA LININGER # ELYSE ELIZABETH PANGBORN 
KATRINAJOHANNA HOFSTEE ('M LAUDE JENNIFER LYNN PANTLEO 
HEATHER REBECCA HOOVER ERIK RICHARD LONEY * JULIE MARIE PAONE 
SUMM4 GUM EAt/DC - MIRIAM LOPEZ * GUM L4LVE 
ANGELA MAE HOWELLS MICHAEL A. LORENZ EVA K. PAPINEAU * 
JACK CHUN-CHIEH HUANG SIRI LUNDESGAARI) MARC STEPHEN PAPINEAU 
MIIWAKO IGARASHI MARIA DOROTHY LUTZ ADDlE CHRISTINE PARK 
RURJKO IKEDA * MARCIE JO LYLE YOUNG JIN PARK 
ELAINE AGULTO INOS Ct'M LAUDE VERNA MARIE PARKS 
GUM L4UDE 
NAOKO MAEKAWA TIMOTHY IOSEPH  PATNODE 
SUSAN IRENE IRISH CHRISTINA LYN MAGNUSEN SARAH THERESA PATSULA # 
MACNA GUM L4UDE MICHAEL G. MAINS JOCELYN RUTH PENNER 
CATHERINE ANN JACK M.4(;NA GUM LAUDI/ 
MACNA GUM L4UDE 
SUMMA GUM LAUDE DOREEN PANGELINAN MANGLONA CHRISTOPHER ROBERT PERKINS 
.
SA ANN JACKSON TODD ALAN MANZA 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
ED DENVER JAMES GUM LAL/DE MARCY MARIE PERLETTI 
KATHLEEN ANN JANCOSKI * JUDITH ANN MARSHALL * DEREK CHRISTOPHER PERSONETF 
MARGO LUCILLE JANICKI * CLAIREJ OSEPHINE JEROME L. PIONK 
SOPHIA ANNE JAYNES * GUM L4 UDE 
DARA COLISE JENKINS TIFFANY B. MATH ISEN PAUL W. PITKIN 
PAMELA LOUISE JOHNSON cUM LAUDE DANIELLE MARIE POE * 
TRAVIS LEIGH JOHNSON KATHERYN ELIZABETH POLLARD 
MACNA GUM EAt/DC JENNIFER LYN MAYCHRZAK * JAMES THOMAS QUIGG 
JENNIFER SUE KAMPSULA 
DIANE L. MCCLEAVE ELIZABETH NAN RADFORD 
M4GN4 GUM L4UDE 
CATHERINE MARY MCCURDY HECTOR A. RECINOS 
MARK A. MCDERMOTT MELANIE MARY REEVES 
YOUNG-OK RANG JILL KATHRYN MCDOUGALL 
SCOTT FREDERICK KAPER * GUM Mt/DC 
CARYN ELISE REGIMBAL 
CIJM L4UDN 
YUKI KATO RUTH WALSH MCINTYRE 
JUDITH LOIUSE KEARNY * HAYLEY MAUREEN MCQUADE MARY MARGARET RETALLICK StIMMA GUM 1-41DE CRAJG DOUGLAS KELLEY JILL ANNE MEEKINS 
LINDA FAYE KELLY MACNA GUM L4UDE JENNIFER LEA REYHONS 
MACNA GUM SAt/DC SHAYNE DEANNE REYNVAAN * 
CAROLYN ANN KESL 
KIMBERLY ANNE MENDEZ 
MACNA CUM CHRISTINE RICHARDS 
GUM L4UDF G[.M IAUDE 
NANCY MARIE KICK 
ERICA LYN MENNELLA 
GUM L4UDC JENNIFER ANNE RING 
ANA MARIA KING # MICHELLE MARIE ROBINS 
CL 	 LAUZ MAGN.4 	 ?4 	 SE TINA CATHERINE MERCER JARED ZACHARY ROBINSON * 
MELISSA MARIE METCALF PATRICIA ROE 
KARA A. KING VIKTORIA ANDERSON MEYER * ASHLIE DANIELLE ROGERS-JACK GUM LAt'DE ANGELA ALLEN MOORE MICHAEL LESLIE ROSS 
YOSHIMI KOKUBO JENNETF ROANNE MORGAN DONNE1TE MARIE RUSSELL 
LYDIA JO KOROLAK BOUCHRA MOUJTAHID MELANIE SAADET RUSSELL 
RONALD VE[AND KRAMER * SUMMA GUM IAUDF TATSUAKI RYU 
GEORG KUNZ HEATHER DONN MUMBY CI-LARLES E. SAFLY * OMATTHEW MACNA GUM 1_41,'DE ELISHA JOANNE NEMETH * THOMAS ALLEN SAWBY SLIE  ANN M. KUTZ KUNTHEARATH NHEK * # (tiM L4UDE 
MACNA GUM L4UDE TONI L. NICHOLES DANIELLE ALANA SCHMIDT 
YVONNE SIOK-HAR KWEK SUMM4 GUM LALVE ERIN PATRICIA SCHMITZ * 
# Two bacalaureate depyees awarded 	 * Participating in ceremony aliliough degree requirements are not yet complete 	 13 
Bachelor of Arts (eontinu€d) 
DAWN MARIE SCHNEIDER EMIKO SUYAMA CATHERINE PRESCOTT WALKER * 
LINDA JEEYUN SCHOFFMAN GUM L4 UDE IAN GREGORY WALKER 
(:('M L4UL)L' SUMIKO suzuxi ELIZABETH COYLE WARDROP 
BARNABY M. SCHUMAN # MIRA ANN TABASINSKE # RICK DWAYNE WATELS 
DOROTHY NANTALE SEKABIRA TOMOMI TAJIMA * KRISTIN MARIE WEHRMAN 
MM;VA GUM I.AUDE SOYOKO TAKASE 
MICHEAL EVANS SHAFER RIE TAKI JENNIFER LEE WELLER 
NOBUHIRO SHIMIZU WENDY A. TAPANG ERIC ROBERT KRAIG WHITE 
NAOKO LYDIA SHIMURA DINA CHRISTINE TAYLOR LASHANNA V. WHfl'E 
STACEY LYNN SIMANTEL MANUEL PATRICK TEODORO SHERIDAN ELIZABETH WHITNEY 
R. ANDREW SIADE MACNA GUM LAUDA KARl A. WILLIAMS 
GUM 1A I '1M RICO JON TESSANDORE GUM 1.4UDE 
BRIAN PAUL SMITH GEORGE CHRISTOS THEO REBECCA ANNE WILLIAMSON 
REBECCA JO SMITH * SARA JANE TONEY TANYA JO WI[,SON 
SHELOMOH A. SOMAL JR. WA6NA U Xf 1AUM, DEBRA ANN WIMER 
JULIE A. SOSNICK MARTIN PHILI.IP TOUTONGHI il.'MMA G(.M L4H)L 
MACNA CUM LA fDF MACNA GUM LA ULJE PAUL B. WiNCH 
JONATHAN PAUL AUGUSTINE STEMBER KRISTINE A. TOWNE # FRANCES MERVAK WINTERS 
HAYLEY MARIE STERLING PHAN MANH TRAN DEBRA ANN WOLFSTONE 
CAROLINE KAY STICKLER * REBECCA RAE TRUEMAN SARAH LYNN WONG 
LISA MARIE STOVALL MARIA THERESA TURLA # TROY BRANNEN WRAY # 
GtThl IWLM. JC)VINE CURVA UMALI GUM !.AUDE 
GEORGE ANTHONY STRAY * REBECCA INEZ VALDIVIA * MARYANN BRIGID WRIGHT 
TIFFINEY D. STUCK BARBARA E. VAN DYKE WARREN HARVEY WRIGHT * 
CUM MARY LYNN VAN MOPPES CHRISTOPHER WELD WYMAN 
AlLEN MIMI SUKARTA JARF:D ROBERT VANDEGRIFT DAVID ALAN YEAGER # 
PAMELA JOYCE SUMMY GREGORY PAUL VERNON SANAE YOKOTA 
BRIT-SIMONE SUTTER 
M14 GtYil L4UDE YOSHIE YOSHL[)A 
NADINE ICA. VICTORINO * MEGGAN LEIGH YOUNG 
ERIN VONSTEUBEN MATTHEW JOSEPH ZIMNEY 
Bachelor of Cri minal Justice 
STEPHANIE LYNN BOYD KELLI JO HARDSAND NADINE PAYAN * 
JENNIFER ANN CARRIERE * DAVID H. HOLLISTER DOROTHY R. PHILLIPS 
ANDREW R. CLAyP # TIMOTHY MICHAEL HUTCHINSON STEPHEN MICHAEL SIMERLY 
JEFFREY ANTHONY CLINE * GUM L4UDF JERI STALEY-EARNST 
GRACE LEON GUERRO DAMIAN KATHY UILANI KAEA * MAGN4 GUM I.AVDI 
CHARLOTTE ANTOINETTE DUCKETIT * TIMOTHY ANDREW KERNS CHRISTOPHER ALAN TANAKA * SHEILA DENISE FLEMING KENNETH K. KII)DER JODYNE NICOLE URAM 
TODD MATTHEW FOSTER * ANDRÉ LAVELI,E LANG # ROBERT EUGENE WELLS JAMES ERNEST FUCETOLA KELLY MARIE MONTGOMERY GUM 114Lq)t. 
JAYNEE CUARESMA GARCIA M.4CN4 GUM 14UI)E 
KARRIE LEIGH HAGERMAN ANNA MARIE WIDDEN 
 
MARSHALL KEITH HALEY # PATRICIA SUE NEORR * ASHLEY BARRETT YOUNG 
( M LA LVE 
Bachelor of Science 
DANIEL STEVEN FINNEGAN 
	 JOANN MARIE V. LORENZO 
	 SUZANNE TERESA OWEN 
GENEVIEVE LORRAINE GROTENHUIS 
	 VAN B. NGUYEN 
	 ASHLEY DAWN ROSE 
GUM LAUDE 	 GUM LAUDE 	 SUSAN SACHIE SATO 
JESSICA ANN SCHARF 
Bachelor of Public Administration 
RUTINER ERBIE BUSH * 	 CORNELIA MARIE LARKIN 
	 VOTHY PHANN 	 W 
KAREN LYNN GESCHKE 
	 YUTAKA MATSUI 
	 SHAUNA RHEA ROGERS 
GABRIEL GONZALEZ * 	 MARTA ELENA MAYORQUIN 
	 HILDA MARQUEZ SEVILLA 
PAUL HENG 
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School of Nursing 
Luth Tenorio, PhD, Dean 
Sister Mary Ruth Niehoff Award 
Recipient: Allison Mary Walsh 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based 
upon the student's academic achievement, excellence in nursing and participation in school 
and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of 
the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
ROSFANNA GALANG APOLISTA 
CHRISTINE ARNOLD 
MELISSA ANNE BANGORA-TREVINO 
TERESA LORRAINE BATIK 
GUM IAUDE 
JILL ANNE BENSON 
TRACY SHARON BISHOP 
JUDITH B. BORROMEO 
LINDA LOUISE BRANDON 
GUM L.AUDE 
AMANDA JEAN ClARK 
CATHY CONWAY 
JULIE MARIE CORWIN 
DEVRIE ROSE DIMOND 
JINA MARIE DUQUENE * 
KRISTINE LUCILLE ELLINGSEN 
PAULINA STELLA ELLIOTT 
RHONDA MICHELLE FORTE 
ELLENE RACHAEL FREY 
JENNIFER JEAN GAMBLE 
RACHEL KATHLEEN GASMAN 
MACNA GUM I.AI'I)E 
NICOLETA GEAGEAC * 
CLAUDETI'E C. GRANAHAN 
DENA J. GRISHAM 
KERRI ANN GROVER 
MACNA GIJM IAUI)E 
ERICH RICHARD HAAKMEESTER 
NAOMI AMELIA SMITH HALFAKER 
MACNA GUM LAUI)E 
STUART JAMES HANNEY 
MICHELE SUSAN HANSEN 
CHAD MICHAEL HINER 
CHRISTY DALE HOMA 
JENNIFER SUNSHINE HUFF 
TRACEY L.G. HUGEL 
MARIBETH E. INGEMANSEN 
MACNA GUM LAVL)E 
JEREMY ARLEN JACOBS 
GUM LA tIDE 
MARY V. JAENICKE 
DELILAH JONES 
KRISTIN F MARIE KNOLL 
SUMMA GUM LA VISE 
LAURIE ANNE KRAUSSE 
GUM LA tIDE 
BRIAN ERIC LAUER 
LEIF 
BRIAN MATI'HEW LENZMEIER 
TRACY ALTA LUNNING 
RENEE J. MADISON 
SUMMA CUM L4UDE 
ANNAMARIE MAKO 
GUM LAUDE 
CHRISTA LYN MARTIN 
KARIN A. MCCALLUM 
GUM LAUDE 
JENNIFER LYNN MCGOWAN 
GUM LALDE 
CATHY MARSHALL MILLER 
PAMELA MILLS 
KATHLEEN K. NOLAN 
SUMMA CUM L4U1ZE  
LULIE ANNE NUGENT-CARNEY 
MACNA GUM 141'T)F 
VICTORIA ROSE PACE 
CHRISTIANE HAFER PATFISON 
KARIN BRITA PAULSEN * 
KELLY MICHELLE PEARSON 
('ANDACE JOY PENNER-THOMAS 
ANDREA ZINK PIACITELLI 
GENIE PIRIE 
WENDY JILL RANTZ 
MACNA GUM IA UDE 
HELENE FLORENCE REUSSER 
SUMMA CI Al L4UfJE 
ANDREA LEIGH ROBERTS 
[AURAL JANET SCHABERG 
MARCY LYNN SCOTY 
ROBIN BILLINGS SUPPLEE 
MACNA GUSI LAUDE 
CATHERINE TERBURGH 
CUM LA UDE 
JEFF THELEN-CLEMMONS 
MACNA GUM LA IDE 
PAULA JOELLE THIRSK 
DARREN FREDERICK VAN PELT 
KATHRYN MALINA VERANTH 
ALLISON MARY WALSH 
GUM LAUDE 
HEIDI LORRAINE WEGNER 
GUM LALDE 
LAURA MARIE WEINBERGER * 
JESSICA LEIGH WILLIAMS 
AMELIA MARIE WILSON 
DEBORAH KAY WRIGHT 
GUM LA VISE 
TERRI LYNN BRESHEARS-GOMES 
KATHLEEN JO BROWN 
ENNIFER CLAIRE CAM # 
(1154 I.AUDE W LEN GAEL GARRIG 
CRISTINE MARIE CASHAT 
MELISSA BETH CASTALDI 
MA(;NA GUM LA UDE 
. 
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School of Science and Engineering 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD, Dean 
Reverend Edmund B. McNulty, SJ, Award 
Recipient: Kylie Katsumi Yamatsuka 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating engineering student, judged on the qualifications of 
scholarship, leadership, dedication and inspiration. The award honors the memory of Father 
Edmund McNulty, founding dean of the School of Sdence and Engineering. 
John S. Ju Award 
Recipient: Angi Long 
Awarded to the graduating science student who exudes the same profound joy and wonder at 
new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown, and ability to integrate and apply knowledge 
exhibited by John S. Ju of the class of 1987, whose enthusiasm for learning inspired his peers 
and teachers to use and appreciate their own intellectual talents. 
Bachelor of Arts 
BLANE CHRISTOPHER CLARK 	 ERIN MEGAN RILEY 
	 KIRSTEN LEE STUBER 
JOHN CARLTON DIETZ 	 JEFFREY DONALD ROVA * 
	 ROJANA TI-IERAVITHAYANGKURA 
MACNA CL'M LAUDE 
	
TREVOR DANIEL SEVIGNY # 
	 MICHAEL WAGNER 
ANGI LONG # 
	 ERIC RICHARD SMITH 	 STEPHEN SELBY WILLEY 
MACNA GUM LA UDE 
	 JENNIFER CAROL STRANG 
Bachelor of Science 
AARON KIM COLLINS 
GUM LAUDb. 
FRANCISCO AUGUSTINE LARA JR. 
JODI ANN MCCANN 
DARBI MICHELLE SOVAY 
NATHAN EDWARD WILKES 17~ 
ANA MARIA KNIGHT 
GUM l.A tIDE 
Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry 
LORI KAY GARRISON 
Bachelor of Science in 
JARED JEQUINTO AM VAN 
CHARLES EDWARD BATAYOLA 
KIMBERLY KATHLEEN BERGER 
LISA SHAWN BUMP 
ELIZABETH MARIE CRUISE 
LIHN THI THANH KHANH DOAN 
MACNA CUM L4UDE 
JOHN CHARLES GIANNINI # 
ROBIN LYNN HAJDUK 
SUSAN MICHELLE HAWKEY 
THUY-TIEN VU LE 
MACNA GUM L4UDE  
HEATHER RAEANN HIPSHER 
LARISA LEA LILLEGREN 
AMANDA BETHMARIE LUCAS 
TRINA MARIE MILLER 
SEAN JAMES MURPHY 
MACNA GUM 14&VE 
DON DUNG TRI NGUYEN # 
ANIKA LEE NIKU[A 
MICHAEL PATRICK O'BYRNE # * 
AM! CHRISTINE ONGSTAD * 
STEPHANIE MARIE OWENS 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
CHERI M. PETERSON 
MA(,N4 (:UM L4L7)E  
KELLY CARMEL YOUNG 
GUM LAUDE 
TARA ELAINE REES 
SUMMA GUM LAUDE 
JOHN JOSEPH RIES 
PRIYA HEMANDAS SAD I-IWNI 
KENNETH WAYNE SCHULTZ 
ERIK ROBERT SHEKER 
MA TERESA ANTONIETTA R. SILVA 
MARIA ELENA VALCARLOS 
St'MMA GUM LA ('I)E 
ANDRIA L. WALTERS 
SUZANNE MARIE XUEREB 
GUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science in 
JEFFREY DAVID ANDERSON 	 ANTHONY PAUL ESPOSITO 	 DON DUNG TRI NGUYEN # 
GUM LAUDE 	 MACNA CUM LAUDE 
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achelor of Science in Civil 
P'HAYNE RITSUO AGAWA 
YONIA AKIN! 
(:(M L4LDE 
GLEN STEPHEN ANDERSON 
SUMMA CUM L4UDE 
JESSE LEE BINFORI) 
LONG TAN BUI 
STEVEN ROBERT CHAPMAN 
GUM LAUDE 
PO-TSANG RAYMOND CHU 
CHRISTOPHER DAVID COLE * 
JEFFREY ERROL DYE 
COLIN RAY ELLIOTT * 
KATHRYN MARY GAZAREK 
LOREN KENNETH GEHRING 
JOHN DOUGLAS GEMIN 
JAMES LYLE GESSFORI) * 
HEATHER MARY HARRIS 
INGRID P. HAYNES 
ANDREW JOHN HENDRICKSON 
CHIN-WE! HUANG 
PAULINE GEORGINA IRAWAN 
FIEIKE LUZZELL JOHNSON 
PHOEBE L. JOHANNESSEN 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
KATHRYN JOAN L&DINES 
VIVIANNE W. LOUIE 
STEVEN THOMAS MARSHALL 
CRAIG JEROME MOoRE * 
THUAN VIET NGUYEN 
STEVEN PAUL NICHOLAS 
TRI ONG 
HEIDI MICHELLE REYNOLDS 
RAY! SINGH 
GUM L4UL)L 
CURTIS FREDERICK STEINKE 
KEVIN JOSEPH STOLL * 
BRADLEY DAMIC SWANSON 
MAGN4 GUM L4UDE 
MADELINE A. TOFT 
KYLIE KATSUMI YAMATSUKA 
SLMMA GUM 1-4UDF 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
HIROHISA ABE WAYNE M. CRANSTON LOAN B. NGUYEN 
AUNG AUNG MAGNA GUM LAUDE MICHAEL NGUYEN 
MACNA CUM L4UDE LINDA KM. KADOWAKI* JOHN ROSS OLIPHANT 
JEANIE BECKHAM * MICHAEL ROBERT KASTNER BRUCE PHILLIP STONE II 
TONY T. CHAN REO FRANCOIS LASMANA * RITA TAN 
BLANE CHRISTOPHER CLARK BRIAN JOHN MINNICH GUM LAUDE 
TODD L. NELSON JACK VALKO 
1jachelor of Science in Diagnostic Ultrasound 
KATHLEEN MARY SATSON 
CASSIE ANN BECK 
TAEVA M. BECK 
ALEX! BOBODZHANOV * 
ERIC JAMES BURKAVAGE 
GUM LAUDE 
C. MARCIE DAVIDSON * 
ANTOINETTE VIRATA DIMALANTA * 
ELIZABETH ANN ELLIOTT * 
JAMIE DIANE GOLDY * 
JUUE ANN GOYKE 
LEA MARIE GUERRA * 
MICHELE MARIE HAUGEN * 
KIM HEISER * 
KATHLEEN ANN JANZ # 
MACNA CUM LA 
JENNIFER J. KING * 
BONNIE J. IAABS * 
LORI M. L&NKFORD 
GUM Lit/DR 
MARY NIEMKIEWICZ * 
JANE M. NOVA 
JANELLE YVONNE O'BANNON 
LEIGH CAROLE OTFING * 
BROOKE MICHELLE PARKER 
JENNIFER D. PHILLIPS # 
CLAUDIA ANN PITFENGER 
MACNA GUM LAUDF 
SUSAN LYNN POMERENK * 
MICHELLE CHRISTINE RHODES 
JULIA SANDETSKAYA * 
JAMIE ELIZABETH SCHNEIDER * 
DIANA M. TOMA # 
SUMMA GUM LA tIDE 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
CHRISTOPHER JAY AKEY 
BRIAN LEE BAGGETT 
SUMJ.f.4 GUM LAUDE 
CHRISTOPHER CLAY BRADBURY 
SANDON DEAN BROEK 
ANNA I-NO CHANG * 
ALEX BO RI CHENG 
GUM LA UI)E 
LEANNE HOWEE CHEUNG 
BOBBY S. DHALIWAL 
t:tst L4UDE 
DY I)ERMA1!I 
REN HASTINGS EUBANK * 
THIA ELLEN GIMBEL 
JOSEPH C. HALE 
MACNi GUM L4UDE 
MATTHEW HARMON HARKINS 
CUM Li tIDE  
LORRAINE JANE HOFF 
MICHAEL GORDON HOORNSTRA 
GUM Li tIDE 
CRAIG ALLEN HURST 
ARIEL RENE MUNALEM JAJALLA 
PETER KONOHIA III 
GIA LE 
NOPPADOL PETER LEKI-IAKUL 
MARK RICHARD LOARIE 
MACWA GUM L4UDE 
DEBRA MARIE LOWE 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
KEVIN HOANG NGUYEN 
DIOGENES FERNANDEZ OROPESA JR. 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN PETERSON 
LACHLAN WHITE POPE 
DAVID J. REMMERDEN 
KEN SONICO RULLODA 
DARCY KOONTZ SMITH 
NITHIMA STHIENCHOAK # 
SONIA H. STOUT 
MACNA GUM LALDE 
LOWELL DELIQEJINA TAMAYO 
STEVE XAO TANG 
MACNA GUM L4UDE 
ANDREW SONG TEA 
MACNA C(TM IA IDE 
MULJADI TEDJA 
SAMIR LOUIS TOZIN 
ANN NELSON VANIANDINGHAM 
JOAN C. VAUGHN 
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Bachelor of Science in General Science 
VICTOR MICHAEL All SOP * 	 SAGE RAE FOSTER 	 SARA MARIE PROBST 
EDWkRD JOHN BORLAS 
VICTORIA ALENE BOWES # 
GUM IA tIDE 
MARCO TODD CARINO 
GUM LAL'L)tJ 
MELISSA SOO CHINN 
(fM I_I (JDt. 
ELIZABETH ANN CHOI # 
JEFFREY HAROLD DAVIS 
ROLANDO D. DEMAGAJES JR. 
NANCY ANN DOOLEY 
DONNA T. DUFFY 
StMMA GUM 1-41DE 
ELIZABETH ANN ELLIOTT * 
TANA ELVIRA FEICHTINGER 
THOMAS ALIEN FUEGMANN 
JASON WILLIAM GAGLEY 
GLEN LAZO GARCIA * 
YOLANDA GUAPJNO HITOSIS 
KATHLEEN ANN HUTSON 
EDWARD SUNGIK IM 
.'LMMA GUM I4tt)F 
KATHLEEN ANN JANZ # 
MA(;NA GUM 1.41/DE 
ERINN JESSICA KING 
ADENIKE M. LONG 
KATIE BRENNA MCCLURE 
DENNIS MCCOY 
SCOTT ALAN MCPHERSON 
ANNE MARIE O'NEIL 
JENNIFER D. PHILLIPS # 
CHAD LOUIS ALOYSIUS QUESNELL 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL SALINDRON 
DAXS ALEXANDER STADJUHAR 
MELISSA LYNN STUART 
K.G.P.H. RICHARD EDWARD TERROE 
DIANA M. TOMA # 
.SUMMA GUM L4IVE 
NHI PHAM 
MA(;N,4 (:UM LAUL)E 
ANALIZA MARIE MILAY TUBAL 
JOSEPH MATTHEW WILSON 
MACNA GUM L4L. 
ALICE YEE WONG 
MACNA GUM 14UDE 
CAROLYN J. WRIGHT 
DAVID ALAN YEAGER # 
Bachelor of Science in Health Information Administration 
LEVETINA.FAIPAUA.PENIATA-KING 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
ANGI LONG # 	 DARBI MICHELLE SOVAY 
MACNA GUM L4v: 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
KI-IALED ABDULWAHAB AL-AWADHI 
AHMAD MOSAED AL-QYITAN 
WILLIAM RAY ANDERSON 
SCOTT ALLEN CRAWFORD 
VAN TAN DUONG 
ERIC JAMES ESSMAN 
Gt M l.A UDt 
GRE(;ORY ALlAN GRIFFITH 
EMILY LOUISE HATE 
TRAVIS J. JACOBSON 
ARNOLD ROBERT JOYCE 
ALLAN ROSS LANE 
DAVID MICHAEL L&WICKI 
NATHANIEL TAESUNG LEE 
JEAN MARIEANNE LIVESAY 
DAVID PATRICK LOWE 
JOHN CHARLES MCNAUGHTON 
VICKI JO MELDRUM 
JAMES K. MUROSAKO 
ANHVU TAN PHAM 
SHAWN MICHAEL SCHULER 
NITHIMA STHIENCHOAK # 
GILBERT FOEJANG TANUDIRDJA 
PANAIPON UAWITHYA 
TUAN QUANG VU * 
ANNE EI.IZABETH WALKKY 
(-('N L4UDE 
MARK J. WILLIAMSON # 
GUM LAUDE 
MICHAEL PURNAMA WIRAWAN 
MICHAEL J. WOODWELL 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
JULIA HU COLE 	 WIDYA HARUNI 	 EDWARD G. SUTEERJR. * 
Bachelor of Science in Physics 
ROEL VEA BALBIN 	 WENDY SUE ERMOLD 	 GLEN DARYL REULE 
JON FLINT BLANCHARD * 	 JONATHON RUSSELL MCNEILL 	 GUM L4UDE 
KENDAL EDWARD BOND 	 MAGNA GUM L4( CE 	 MARK DANIEL SIBON 
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S Albers School of Business and Economics 
Jerry A. Viacione, PhD, Dean 
Paul A. Volpe Award 
Recipient: Amanda Kay Markie 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business and Economics. 
Selection is based on academic excellence and contributions to the school, the university, and 
the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from 
its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration 
LICHIN NGO CHANG * 
SU-CHEN CHENG 
GUM LAUDE 
FLORA SUET-YIU CHEUNG 
I-FANG CHIANG 
CHRISTINE P. CHIECHLOWSKJ 
MACNA GUM L4LVE 
MARTIN MUN TUNG CHOY 
DAVID SHERMAN CHRISTENSEN 
CAROL SHERRAILL COLLINS * 
MICHELLE LOUISE CONNEI.L 
BRIANJ. COOK 
WILLIAM JASON COOK 
JEFFREY L. CROSE1TO 
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT CROSS 
SEAN PATRICK EUAN CUMMINGS 
THERESA BICH DANG 
CHRISTOPHER A. DAVIES 
BARBARA A. DAVIS 
GREG J. DAVIS 
GUM IA CUE 
FERNANDO ALFONSO DE CASTRO REY 
CAROLINE MAE DEFIESTA * 
NITI DHAWAN 
THRASIVOULOS THOM DIMITRIOU 
MY-PHUONG NGO DINH 
DOMINIC RAYMOND DIVITIS 
GUM LAG DL 
BEN MASAO DODOBARA 
RANDAL LEE DREGHORN 
MACNA (( 'At LA tUE 
ROBERT ARNOLD DUFFIELD 
PATRICK ROBERT DUROCHER 
TANYA CRICKETI'E EDDY 
CUM IA! TUE 
PAUL ANTHONY EGGER 
LOUIS JOSEPH ELIZAI * 
RANDALL FRANKLIN EVANS 
MACNA CUM LAt'DE 
DENIS MATTHEW FARMER 
KEVIN RICHARD FENTON 
JEFFREY EDWARD FOERSTER 
MINDY ARLOK FONG 
CHAD STEVEN FORREST * 
MATTHEW QUINLON FORREY * 
MICHAEL B. FOXWORTHY 
ANTHONY JOSEPH FRAIOLk III 
MATTHEW JAM ES FRALIA 
CHARLOTFE FRANCES 
CHIKO FUKUNAGA 
XAORI FUSE 
COAt L4UDE 
STEVEN OWEN GAM MAN 
MACNA CtJM LA tIDE 
CHRISTINE SANTOS GATBUNTON 
DEANNA M. GILMAR 
RUTH MARIE GOLDEN 
M.4(;NA (:t'A! 1_4t'DE 
LUCIA CARVALHO COMES 
TAMMY ANNE GREEN * 
TODD CHARLES GROENNERT 
SHARLENE MARIE GILL GUERRERO 
CL'AI L.ALTUE 
JENNIFER BETH HAAS 
RUSLY HALIM 
KURT ROBERT HANSON 
ALBERT L. HARlAN 
ELLY HARLIM 
TRINA M. HARRIS 
SEAN KEVIN DURKEE HART 
MATTHEW WAYNE HAWKINS 
BRIAN HEEB * 
DENISE ROXANN HENDRICKS 
MACNA GUM MCDE 
MARK ALLEN HERRMANN 
MACNA GUM LA ODE 
ROBERT C. HEUSER * 
DAVID FRANCIS HILLS 
AKIKO HIRAI 
CLARA K. HO 
LORENE SIEW-YEE HO 
GUM LALVE 
JOHN PEIRCE HOLDREN 
DANA R. HOLLENBECK 
Ct/At L.A ODE 
BRENT CHARLES ABRAMS 
M4GNA CUM L4tDE 
SHOGO AITACHI 
JOEL TONEL AGBALOG 
GLENN E. AGBAYANI 
ANTONETFE JOCELYN KEYES AGUON * 
PRAWIRA AGUSALIM 
MICHAEL PAUL ALFORI) 
AYMAN MOSAED AL-QATTAN 
BASSAM MOHAMMED ALZAYDI 
4rMH
BANG H. ANANTO 
I M. ANDERSON * 
 DAWN ANDERSON 
CRISTINA ANDREU ADAM * 
MARK HANDLEY ASPIRI 
MAlT M. BARKER * 
BARBARA ANN BARTON 
CU,',! LA CUE 
CHRISTINE CRUZ BAZA 
JANICE LYNN BERGSTROM 
ARCHANA PERVAJE BHAT 
BONNIE JUNE BlAIR 
JUSTIN L. BLOCH 
JOAO BATISTA 80FF * 
MU RAT BOSNAK 
KHALIFA M. S. BOURESLI 
PATRICK JEROME BOYER 
GUM LAUDE 
TIA LEE ANNE BRADFORD * 
SEAN THOMAS BRADLEY 
CtM LAUDE 
VICTORIA DEL CARMEN BRAVO A}-IUJA ROTH 
DARLA DEIDRE BREWER 
NINA ALICE BRONDMO * 
THOMAS W. BROWN * 
ESTELLE RENÉE BRUN 
CAMILLE BURTON # * 
DOMINIC ANDRES CACAL 
LISA KRISTINE CARTAN 
LINDAJ. CARTER 
NON ELIZABETH CASE 
HAEL R. CASEY 
ING-YEE JENNY CHAN 
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Bachelor of Arts in Bwciness Administration (contin) 
SUSAN ANN HOLMES 
GUM 1.At!DE 
LINDA R. HOVDE 
WEN-CHING HSIEH 
HUA-N HUANG 
KUO-CHIN HUANG 
YIH-CHIEN (DAISY) HUANG 
CUM LAUDE 
YUEH-HONG THOMAS HUANG * 
SHEILk YAU MEl HUI 
GUM L4UDE 
SURYA SEAN INDARTA 
PAUL C. INGRAM 
RISA IWAMA 
KARl DENISE JOHNSON 
LANCE ALAN JOHNSON * 
SHANE ARTHUR JOHNSON 
WENDY M. JOYNER 
SCOTT D. JUE 
ILJIN JUNG 
VARARATANA JUTIMITFA 
MICHAEL JOSEPH KAVANAGH 
MICHAEL E. KENNEDY * 
HYOENG WOON KIM 
MELANIE SAXAE KIMURA 
CUM I.AUDE 
YOKO KIWADA 
KRISTA LEE KLONOFF * 
MATTHEW CARL KOSANKE 
GUM L4UDE 
BAMBANG KOSASLH 
SERINA CELESTE KRAPF 
ROGER SCOTT KROSEVIC 
ALVIN MANDIN LABONITE 
THERESA MICHELE LAMBERT 
KEVIN JOSEPH LANE 
JACQUELYN Q. LE * 
DANIEL JONGHYUCK LEE 
JAE DO LEE 
JOOHYUN LEE 
VINCENT KUI-HO LEE 
LIZA LEE LEE 
MAN CHUNG LEUNG 
JOEL ANTHONY LEWIS 
TERESA DARLENE LEWIS 
BENJAMIN KOK HIONG LIM 
CHUN-HUEI LIN 
GLORIA HY LIN 
JULIE RENEE LINCOLN * 
TIFFANY LUCENDA LININGER # 
GUM 1.AUDL 
SCOTT RICHARD LLOYD * 
LINCOLN ALAN LOUIE 
BRENDA L. MAEUS 
CHAD SCOTT MACKAY 
CUM LAUDE 
MARY ANNE MADSEN 
ALAN LANE MANDARANO * 
DAISY ANN PANGELINAN MANGLONA 
SOHAIL MANSOOR 
MELISSA DAWN MARK FRANK RICHARD RICKETFS JR. * 
PIPER JOY MARKER * BETIY L. ROMANO 
AMANDA KAY MARKLE GUM LAUDE 
MACNA GUM L4tDF JAMES ALLEN RUDD # 
ANDREW JOHN MARQUARDT CUM L4L7DE 
MANON CELESTE MARTIN ELIZABETH MAY RUDOLPH 
DEREK EDWARD MAU LISBETH BOOKIAND SALSBURG 
JOHN RICHARD MCDONALD YVETTE NICOLETFE SAMPSON 
KEISHA SHENESE MITCHELL NOVALINA SARAGIH 
SARINATUL AINI MOHAMAD SHAARI LilA SARWONO * 
GUM l.A UDE BRENT CHRISTOPHER SAXWOLD * 
URBANA ANNE DELAROSA MOLINA *# STEPHANIE SCHREINER * 
TIFFANEY AIKO MURATA GAVIN JASON SEBASTIAN * 
JESSICA ANNE MUSSETF SHAUN C. SEFTON * 
BRYAN GABRIEL NACHAND MARY JO SEMLER * 
DON OWEN NELSON SENDJAYA 
SUMMA GUM L4UDF JOHAN SENJAYA 
JEFFREY DALE NEWLAND MARY ROWENA SEVILLA-ALDANA 
TIMOTHY THAI NGUYEN-CHRISTIE KELLEY JEAN SHANLEY * 
KATHLEEN HUYEN NGUYEN YEN-LIN CYNTHIA SHEN * 
QUAN MANH NGUYEN PAMELA RANAE SIMPSON 
KUNTHEARATH NHEK * GUM L4UDE 
SHINYA NISHIDA * KIA MENG SIN 
KOICHIRO NISHIMURA SIDNEY CORCINO SISON 
MISA NISHIMURA GLENDA M. SORENSEN 
•JONATHAN WARD NAYLOR •C'MM.4 GUM 
GUM LAUDE SEAN TERRY SPARKS 
JENNIFER KARMON O'FARRELL MARCUS BRIAN SPRUTE 
TERRENCE A. O'MALLEY HUEI-TING SUNG * 
DARRIN ROBERT ODELL * HENNY SUR\ANI S 
PEOW CHENG ONG FIANNY SURYAWIJAYA 
ROSEMARIE J. ORALLO MEL-KING SZETO * 
KATSUJI OSAFUNE CHOU TA 
KEIKO OSAWA SANCHAI TACHATIRAKUL * 
GREGORY DOUGLAS PACKWOOD * # SOK-CHENG TAING 
MOO HYEON PAEK * JUN TAKAHARA 
CORINNE MICHELL PAINTER YOKO TAKAGI 
SUMMA CUM MICHELLE GEORGLE TAN 
JONATHAN LIH-HUNG PAN TRACY SIMONE TAN 
ERNST TRINIDAD PASCUA JR. * SATORU TANAKA * 
GREGORY JOHN PEREZ PRISCILLA KELLY TANDRA 
LOREDANA MARIA PERRINA * BRENT ALLAN THOMPSON 
CHERISE MARIE PERRY * VOLTAIRE MARUCUT TIOTUICO 
STEPHANIE FIORITO PETROSINO ANTHONY JOHN TOPPANO 
THANH-THUY P1-JAM * ANH NGOC TRAN 
PAMELA LYNN PHILLIPS AARON JOSEPH MARSHALL TRAVIS 
KANDICE LYN PHIPPS WINNIE YUN TSAI 
GUM LALVE GUM L4UDE 
JAMES WILLIAM POOLE JR. ROBERTO SOLOMON TUCCI * N 
NATHAN WARREN PORTER NICOLE DENISE UUBARRI * 
KATHERINE E. GRISWOLD PREWIYI' RFATSAMAY UNG 
SUMMA GUM IAUDE ARTHUR-JESSE LUCAS VALENZUELA 
AILEEN REMULANO VALERA 
LEONARD EALDAMA RAMOS DAVID LEWIS VAUTIER 
LYDIA JEAN RAND * PETER VISCO 
LORRIE JOVITA MEIKE WAHJU 
GUM L4UDE NAOKI WAKABAYASHI 
MICHAEL C. RAYMOND STEPHANIE NICHOLE WALKER 
GARTH KENDALL REGUDON AYLING WAN(; * 
CHRISTOPHER RICHARDSON PEI WANG S GUM L4LDE GUM LAUDE 
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of Arts in Business Administration (co,Uinued) 
tCTOR1A HORNG WANG 
YUN-CHEN WANG 
ANN E. WARD 
JONATHAN HARYANTO WIDJAJA * 
ERICK WIJAYA 
LINDA WIOGO 
WIRAWAN * 
SUZANNE LYNN WOLD 
DAVID W. WONG 
VICTORIA CAROL WONG * 
STEPHANIE SIU FUN WOO 
JED MORRIS WOODWARD * 
JACK T. WU 
YENLY WU 
YASUJI YAMASAKI 
CYNTHIA R. YANG 
MEl LING YAP 
MING JOHNNY YEUNG * 
RACY MYONG-JIN YOM 
SATOSHI YUDA 
PATRICIA YUE 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
KATHERINE MATEA BROWN 
JOHN MICHAEL CARLSON 
VARIN CHAVEEWONGPONGDET 
JAY JAMES DEMKO 
LUCRETIA-MAY E. HALL 
GUM L4UDE  
RENEE DEYMONAZ KOK 
MAGNA GUM LAGT)E 
HYE-YEONG LEE * 
MARK WILLIAM LONGANECKER 
TAKUMI ONO 
JAMES ALLEN RUDD # 
GUM L4ULL 
TREVOR DANIEL SEVIGNY # 
ADAM MICHAEL SIMPSON 
ADAM BARTHOLOMEW SLIND 
TROY BRANNEN WRAY # 
MACNA GUM LAUDE 
. 
. 
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RODNEY BERNARD ROBINSON 
BARNABY M. SCHUMAN # 
KELBYJ. SMITH * 
SUSAN LYNN SMITH 
M. TOMJARI STARKS 
MIRA ANN TABASINSKE # 
ROBERTO SOLOMON TUCCI * 
MARIA THERESA TURLA # 
DAVID LEWIS VAUTIER 
MICHAEL SCOTT WAGNER 
MICHELLE RENE WALKER 
LILLIAN WELCH 
MA(;?.h4 (;r 'M 1At7)E 
MARK J. WILLIAMSON # 
GUM LAUDE fl 
Matteo Ricci College 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD, Dean 
Matteo Rica College Award for Excellence 
Recepient: Jennifer Claire Cam 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who 
marvels at the wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse 
explanations, yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value 
and relevance; serves the human community, yet asks whether its values accord with the 
continuing revelation of the divine to humanity. 
S 
Bachelor of Arts 
LkNI AQUINO AVIADO * 
JONATHAN THOMAS BECKER # 
VICTORIA ALENE BOWES # 
aUsl L4tVE 
JENNIFER CLAIRE CAM # 
GUM L4UDE 
ELIZABETH ANN CHOI # 
ANDREW RICHARD C[APP # 
MORGAN MICHAEL HOPKINS 
DAM IAN S. JOSEPH 
ANA MARIA KING # 
MA(;NA (:UM L4UT)E 
BRIDGETFE LAURENE KINGSBURY * 
LOUIS GRAY KUNKEL 
GUM LAVE  
ANDRÉ LAVELLE LANG # 
MICHAEL ANTHONY LkUX * 
MICHAEL-ANTHONY DIMLTRI LYONS 
JUSTIN JERRIN MARTIN 
MORRIS GEOFFREY MATLICK 
CHRISTOPHER PATRICK MCELROY 
DERRICK LEE MILLETI' 
URBANA ANNE DELROSA MOLINA * 
EDSEL BENITEZ MORALEJA 
HAZEL BENITEZ MORALEJA 
DON DUNG TRI NGUYEN # 
MICHAEL PATRICK OBRYNE * 
STEPHANIE MARIE OH 
MARY-ANASTASIA OLSON 
GREGORY DOUGlAS PACKWOOD * 
SARAH THERESA PATSULA # 
. 
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4pUniversity Governance 
Board of Trustees 
John W. Ellis, 
Chairman of the Board 
Chairing,, (reL), PtageJ Sosind Power 
and Light Cswnpana 
Genevieve Albers 
Seattle, Washington 
John Clark, Si 
VP for Academic Affairi, 
University of San Francisco 
Gerald Cobb, SJ 
Associate Professor of English, 
Seattle Ur.iversul 
Board of Regents 
Frederic S. Weiss, 
Chairman of the Board 
Clioi,,nan, Frederic S. Weiss Company 
Joseph K. Abel 
VP KIRO Newsradao 710 
ohn A. Beyer Sr. 
nstruction Coniujtant, 
ynspir Associates 
Julia L. Calhoun 
Owner Laurel Gifts 
Paul T. Chiles 
President, Chile, and Company, Inc. 
Margaret Chow 
Superintendent, Rich1and School 
Distict 
Dennis J. Colleran 
Salem, Oregon 
Theodore J. Collins 
VP and C,eno'ral Counse4 
The Boeing Company 
Joseph R. Curtis 
Bainbeidge Island, Washington 
Ralph M. Davis (emeritus) 
Bellevue, Washington 
John D. Durbin 
President, l-lootar International l,w. 
James D. Dwyer 
Attorney at Law, Itogle & Gates 
Peter B. Ely, SJ 
Rector, Gonsaga LTnwe,sit. t 
Patrick Fahey 
Chairman, President and (El) 
Pacific Northwest Bank 
Joseph Gaffney 
Attorney at Low 
Foster P4per (I Sh!(el*an 
Michael E. Dennehy 
Senior Vt Prudential Securities 
Anne V. Farrell 
President, Seattle Foundation 
Theresa M. Gallant 
Seattle, Washington 
James F. Henriot 
Of Couns4 Eisenhower & Cssr(son 
Walter T. Hubbard Jr. 
Administrative Director, 
Odessa Brown Children's Clinic 
Patricia T. Isaksen 
Bellevue, Washington 
D. John Jolly 
(ret.) Sedgeitick Payne Co. 
Kenyon P. Kellogg 
Attosne, Lone Powell Spears Lubershy 
Carolyn S. Kelly 
Senior VP/CP, Seattle Thne.s 
Colleen M. Kinerk 
Attorney, Cable, Langenbacli, Heasr't, 
Watkin, & Kiner* 
James D. LaCour 
Human Resou,re Services Director 
The Evergreen State College 
John C. Getzelman 
President and CEO, Community Bank 
Rhoady Lee Jr. 
Chairman and CEO, 
Lakeside Industries 
John McMilIan 
Go-chairman, No,dstrom 
Robert D. O'Brien 
('nissar, Van Waters and Rogers 
James C. Pigou 
Ptesident, M, R & S 
Timothy Lee 
President, Lakeside Industries 
Dorothy D. Lynch 
Seabeck, Washington 
Randy Massengale 
Diversity Manager, 
Microsoft Cosporalion 
Lawrence H. McDonald 
Chairman and CEO 
Seattle Coffee Holdings, Inc. 
Gordon A. Mdllenry Jr. 
Senior Managen The Boeing Company 
Michael M. McHugh 
Plisprieten MisS McHugh's Restaurants 
Dorene M. McTigue 
Owne, Pagliscci Co,p. 
William C. Moran Sr. 
Chairman. First Bank, 
Ketchikon, Alaska 
Dan W. Murphy 
Pkoo,dent, Central Pro-Mw Concrete 
Company, Spokane, Washington 
Judith M. Runstad 
Managing Directos 
Foster Pepper & SheJdwsan 
James D. Sinegal 
President and CEO 
Peice/Costco, Inc. 
Cynthia Sonstelie 
Vice President for Hu,nan Resources 
Sesupso,, Investment Co. 
Robert J. Spitzer, SJ 
Assistant Pinjessor if Philosophy 
Seattle university 
Robert A. Ratliffe 
Vice Ptesident, McCaie Cellular 
loramunicationt 
Daniel C. Regis 
Managing Partnen Price Waterhouse 
Charles E. Riley 
I siecotive VP 
US. Bank of Washington 
Thomas W. Roach 
Attoriv't. Roach Lou' Offices, PS 
Pasta, Washington 
Stuart T. Rolfe 
Executive V1 
Howard S. Wright and Company 
Mary Ann Sauvage 
Seattle. Washington 
Michael J. Schreck 
Senior VP CE Commercial 
Charles J. Schuler 
Salem, Cegon 
Boyd E. Sharp Jr. 
Adnsinistrative Head & Manager 
Sirach Capital Mar.agrn.ent 
William J. Sullivan, Si 
(ex.'officio) 
Theoident, Seattle tiniversity 
L. John Topel, SJ 
Assistant to the President for Jesuit 
Identire, Professor of Theology and 
Religious Sloth,,, Seattle University 
Daniel C. Weber, SJ 
J'tesidenl, Beilarnsine Pkeparator 
School 
Ann Wyckoff 
Seattt, Washington 
William J. Sullivan, SJ, 
(ex-officio) 
President, Seattle University 
Nick G. Tarison 
CPA/Ownen Tarlson (,' Associates 
San Frarisisco, California 
KipJ. Toner 
President. Kip Toner Benefit Auctions 
Peter B. Truex 
Senior Vice President, Groin & Ellis 
Teruo Ushiba 
Senior Vic, President, Mitsubishi 
International 
Arthur L. Wahl 
Ptasident, WahI & Associates 
John R. Walsh Jr. 
Partner, Walsh & .4ssociates 
William M. Weisfield 
COO, Northern Capital 
Michael P. Wilson, 
(ex-officio) 
President, Sedgwich James of 
Washington 
Martha Wyckoff-Byrne 
Seattle, Washington 
Rhoady Lee Sr. (emeritus) 	 Stephen F. Norman 
Bellevue, Washington 	 Ptesidtnt, BMW Seattle 
University Administration 
William J. Sullivan, SJ, 
PhD, DD 
President 
ohn D. Eshelman, PhD 
at 
dward J. Jennerich, PhD 
Associale Piveost for Acadeink 
Administration and Dean, 
Graduate School 
Tullisse A. Murdock, PhD 
Associate Provost for Flograwas 
and Planning 
Denis S. Ransmeier, 
MBA, MEd 
VP for Finance and Administration 
Henry F. Durand, PhD 
VP for Student Development 
Linda N. Hanson, BA 
VP for University Relations 
Leonard D. Beil, MBA 
Esecutive Assistant to the President 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD 
Dean, Albers School of Business and 
Economics 
Rev. Stephen C. Rowan, PhD 
Acting Dean, College of Arts 
and Sciences 
Margaret M. Haggerty, PhD 
Dean, School of Education 
Donald M. Carmichael, LLM 
Acting Dean, School of Lao, 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD 
Dean, Matte,, Ricci College 
Luth M. Tenorso, PhD 
Dean, School of Nursing 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD 
Dean, School of Science and Engineering 
Loretta Jancoski, PhD 
Director, Institute for Theological Studies 
John N. Collins, PhD 
Director, Institute of Public Service 
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